
 

ORGANIZATION The Bronx Defenders (BxD) 

LOCATION 360 East 161st Street, Bronx, NY 10451 

CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

Emma Ketteringham 
Managing Director of the Family Defense Practice 
Dinah Ortiz-Adames 
Parent Advocate Supervisor 
https://www.bronxdefenders.org/contact/ 

WEBSITE https://www.bronxdefenders.org 

PHONE +1 (718) 838-7878 
 

TYPE Tax Exempt Non-Profit Organization 

PROGRAM MISSION 
The mission of The Bronx Defender’s family defense practice is to “provide parents 
in child protective proceedings with robust high-quality representation inside and 
outside of court with the goal of keeping families together.”  

PROGRAM ORIGINS 

The Bronx Defenders (BxD) began representing parents in child protective 
proceedings in 2005 and they started with one parent advocate and one lawyer. In 
2007, BxD became the institutional provider for parent representation in Bronx 
County. BxD is assigned to represent parents on the first day that parents appear in 
court and parents receive assistance from an attorney and a parent advocate or 
social worker. BxD is one of the only organizations in the country that also provides 
parents with early access to counsel and advocacy during the child welfare 
investigation, even before a case is filed in court, which often results in preventing 
family separation or a case filing altogether. Representation is multidisciplinary 
meaning that parents who are represented by BxD are also given access to a 
criminal defense attorney, an immigration attorney, and attorneys and advocates 
to assist with housing and public benefits issues if necessary.Dinah Ortiz-Adames, a 
7-year parent advocate, explains that social workers and parent advocates at BxD 
play an essential role in the representation of parents and partner with the 
attorneys. Parent advocates and social workers provide advocacy and support to 
parents during meetings and conferences with child protective services and assist 
the attorney in providing high quality representation in court. The social workers 
and parent advocates at The Bronx Defenders receive extensive training and 
support. BxD assists and nurtures their advocates in order for them to grow 
professionally. 

 

COMPONENTS 
 

SIZE OF STAFF 
Entire Bronx Defenders practice contains >400 members. The family defense 
practice at BxD is almost 70 – we have 41 attorneys and 21 parent advocates and 
social workers. 10 of the 21 are parent advocates. 

PARENT ADVOCATES 9 social workers and 10 parent advocates 

BOARD COMPOSITION 
BxD is a large organization and has a board that consists of 11 members, as of this 
time this does not include parent advocates.  

PROFESSIONALS/OTHER 
STAFF 

9 social workers and 10 parent advocates 

BUDGET 
The Family Defense Practice has a formal budget, and family defense work is 
funded by the city  

TARGET POPULATION 
The Bronx Defenders serves Bronx residents who qualify for free legal counsel. The 
Bronx consists of about 1.5 million people. 

IMPACT 

Over the years, the family defense practice at BxD has represented over 11,000 
parents and represents 1,500 new parents each year.  The model is successful at 
preventing family separation and keeping children at home or having children who 
are separated from their parents quickly returned home.  This work is critical in the 
Bronx, which is one of the poorest congressional districts in New York City, and a 
community that experiences a disproportionate number of child protection 
interventions. According to data from 2017, the Bronx experienced twice the 
number of emergency removals compared to any other borough.  



COMPENSATION  Parent advocates are employed full time and are salaried positions.  
 

TRAINING RESOURCES 

Emma describes that the parent advocacy training process is as rigorous as it is to 
become a lawyer in their practice. It includes training facilitated by parent 
advocates, like Dinah, social workers, and various professionals from inside and 
outside the organizations. In addition to training, parent advocates are provided 
with the opportunity to shadow other advocates at conferences and courts until a 
parent advocate is ready to appear independently. Parent advocates are also 
supervised and receive weekly case conferencing and daily support.  

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL 
WORK 

FLOURISHING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARENT ADVOCATES AND PARENTS 
Parent advocates at BxD are assigned to parents and their goal is to provide 
parents with the information and advocacy they need so that their children remain 
in their care or are returned to them as quickly as possible. Parent advocates work 
hard to establish relationships with parents based on trust, loyalty, and 
confidentiality. When parents have child protection cases, they “are immediately 
viewed as deviant and treated poorly” by the agency that is supposed to help 
them, and judicial system that will adjudicate them, and society. Their actions are 
rarely viewed in the context of their parenthood or meaning to their children. 
Parent advocates work to ensure that parents’ strengths and value are seen and 
considered and that parents are empowered to speak up for themselves and what 
they need. Dinah adds that the role of the parent advocate is to “get [their] clients 
to be given the same benefit of the doubt that parents with more resources get.” 
Parents have a hard time understanding or accepting the requirements that child 
protection and their caseworkers lay out and cases often occur in a time of crisis. A 
parent advocate plays an integral role in explaining how to navigate these larger 
systems, and are accountable only to the parent, meaning they will do what it takes 
to reunite a family, rather than simply make the efforts required by the law. This 
contributes to a high success rate.  
 
EARLY REPRESENTATION FOR PARENTS 
Although New York City does not fund parent representation or parent advocate 
services during child welfare investigations, BxD uses private seed money to 
represent parents before a case is filed. This is because early access to advice and 
advocacy prevents unnecessary and traumatic family separation and court filings. b  
 
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES BEYOND COURT 
As families targeted by the child welfare system are facing a multitude of issues, 
parent advocates often step in to meet the clients wherever they need help, which 
includes getting food stamps and other public benefits, securing housing and/or 
advocating with landlords about fixing repairs, identifying quality services available 
in the community for themselves or family members, and transportation assistance 
in order to attend medical and other appointments. Emma explains that this is 
often what child welfare cases are about and the guiding principle at BxD is “to go 
where our client needs [us].”  

ORGANIZATION LEVEL 
WORK 

DEFINING AND IMPROVING SUPPORT FOR PARENTS  
BxD is a legal services organization with a social justice framework. As such, the 
organization as Emma explains has a good feedback loop from parent advocates 
and lawyers in order to ensure that proceedings and meetings are client-centered 
and everyone on the team is responsive to clients’ needs and questions.  

POLICY LEVEL WORK 

TRAINING LAWYERS IN NY AND NATIONWIDE 
Parent advocates train attorneys, other advocates and child welfare agencies 
across the state and nation on a number of issues including how best to advocate 
and empower parents in the child welfare system, the importance of family time 
and visitation when children and parents are separated, and the harm of family 
separation.  They also speak and write on child welfare issues in an effort to 
connect the issues to rights-based movements for social, racial, gender, and 
reproductive justice.  
 



SPEAKING AT THE CAPITAL TO AMEND FOUNDED INVESTIGATION PROTOCOL 
As Emma explains, BxD is limited in the amount of lobbying and policy work they 
can do because they are a 501(c)(3) organization and not specifically funded for 
this work. They work with other parent advocacy organizations on various 
legislative proposals, however, to reform the child protection system. For example, 
BxD is currently working on a proposed law to change the state central registry in 
New York State. Each state in the United States has a registry that lists parents with 
founded child protection investigations and makes it available to certain 
employers, severely limiting a parent’s ability to obtain employment and support 
their family. The parent’s name remains on the list until their youngest child is 28 
years old, regardless of the allegations. BxD has drafted a bill that, if adopted, 
would limit the number of years a parent remains on the registry in certain cases. 
In 2017 and 2019, parent advocates, lawyers, and social workers from BxD went to 
Albany to talk to legislators about proposed changes and will continue to do this 
work. BxD is also supporting legislation to permit contact between children and 
their parents after adoptions when it is found to be in the child’s best interest and 
various reforms around drug use and child protection cases.  

EVALUATIONS Evaluation of some programming is in progress.   

PARENT-LED/PARENT-
SUPPORTED 

Parent-supported 

 

 


